House Controls
What Makes tekmar House
Control Systems Different?
A good heating system will precisely match
heat loss to maintain a steady indoor
temperature. Most conventional controls
only provide heat after the room is too
cold, creating uncomfortable temperature
swings. Fortunately, there is a solution.
Every tekmarNet® Thermostat interacts
directly with the House Control, telling
it exactly how much heat is required.
The result? A more comfortable heating
system that uses the lowest possible water
temperatures, saving energy and reducing
your impact on the environment.

tekmarNet® House Controls
The heating system is an integral part of
your home. Shouldn’t your control be just
as important? At tekmar, we couldn’t agree
more, which is why we’ve taken our advanced
tekmarNet® building control technology, and
simplified it for your home.
Compact controls, discreet thermostats
and convenient accessories designed to
seamlessly connect your heating system
in the most efficient means possible. The
move to tekmarNet® couldn’t be easier.
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For more information about tekmar House
Controls & other energy saving products,
visit the tekmar website::

www.tekmarcontrols.com
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Comfort & Efficiency, Together at Last
Reliable Hot Water
Packed with advanced DHW features, the
House Control ensures Domestic Hot Water
needs are met seamlessly and efﬁciently.

Efficiency Meets Simplicity
With simple up and down temperature adjustment and a dual
temperature display, comfort control couldn’t get any easier.
Plus, communication with the House Control provides
uncompromised efﬁciency throughout your home.

The House Control Advantage
tekmarNet® House Controls coordinate every aspect of your heating and cooling system.
Thermostats regulate the temperature in your living space and the House Control operates
your boiler, domestic hot water, hot tub, and pool. When they are connected to one another,
a network is created that allows all components to work together, providing exceptional
home comfort with the highest efﬁciency possible.

One-Touch Convenience
Turning down the temperature when leaving your home can save 10
to 15% in heating costs. Convenient accessories from tekmarNet® let
these savings be realized. All tekmarNet® Thermostats in the house
can be turned down at the push of one button on a User Switch 479.
They can also follow a central schedule entered into a Timer 033.

Keep Your Boiler Happy
Boilers should only work as hard as they have to. With Indoor Feedback from
tekmarNet® Thermostats, the boiler is able to deliver the exact amount of heat
required by each room. The result is lower fuel consumption and increased
energy savings.

